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CHAPl'ER I 
THE PROBID AND !!ETHOD 
Statement at Problu 
Proper teacher slection 1s a problem that faces all school admin-
istrators and school boards, aDd one that has not been elim.inated 
despite the wide research that has been done in this :f'ield during the 
past :f'it't7 ;years. 
We assums, almost without ameption, that a soUDd educational 
sy-st811l 1s based on well-educated and e:f':f'icient teachers. Without th18 
type o:f' personnel all efforts in education are futile and our educational 
goals are never w1 thin reach. How are we to obtain these highly skilled 
professional.a? lfho 1s to select these teachers. What factors shall be 
considered in determing the efficient teacher? How shall their efforts 
be evaluated? For 'llhat goals are these teachers to be trained? These 
are only a :f'n ot the questions that arise in minds at those administra-
tors who haTe a sincere interest in establishing a school sy-st811l that 18 
baokboned b;y the best teacher personnel available. 
It is a IDilCh pleasanter task to hire com;petent instructors than it 
1s to •tire• the incom;petent • The use at circumspection when teachers 
are em;plo;yed will saTe the school, and particularly thll school officials, 
:f'rom lllllbarrasSIIBnt which usual:q results in dismissing incampetent 
personnel (particul.sr:q so, it' it 1s local personnel). 
-l-
2 • 
StUl IIIQre competent teachers should be am;plo,-ed because they are 
IIIOl'e salt-reliant than the illcompetent. They do not need so liDlCh 
direction aDd supervision troJ11 the admillistrators am superviSOJ:7 
persollll.el. They send or bring tner disciplina:r,. problems to the 
priJloipal aii4 suparilltendent; they get aloDg better with parents, 
pupils, and their 01ll1 colleagues. tfnder a competent statt a school 
systeJII largely runs itselt. No greater professional joy can come to 
a school ad•1n1strator than that induced by world.ng with an illtelligent, 
energetic, and lo,-al te§ohiDg corps. 
This paper attempts to ansl.yze selected retarenoes on the tactors 
to be oouidered ill obtaining the .most widely aoeepted aDd .most ettioiant 
teaching personnel. Seleetion will serve as the main theme but many 
othsr taetors wUl be illcluded because ot their close alignmllnt with y 
the seleetion taetor. AS was stated by Deffenbaugh and Zeigel: 
"Teacher seleetion is a problam ot great importance not 
only beeause ot the tact that large numbers ot teachers JIDlSt 
be emplo,-ed snnneUy, but also, bec8118e ot the responsibility 
restiDg upon school axecutives tor seleeti~~g teachers Wisely. 
Teacher selection is a ditticult task because ot the lal'g8 
number ot applicants and because ot our present inability to 
measure objectively the tactors correlatiDg highly with teachiDg 
success.• 
It it were toUDd that each school system had methods ot selection 
that were identical ill all respects aDd these methods were ettective 
and accurate ill predictiDg teacher success, then this paper never woulll 
iJW.s. Dettenbaugh and William H. Zeigel, :rr., Selection am Appoilltment 
ot Teachere,· Bulletin, 1932., Number 17, National Survey ot secondB17 
Education, Milnograph Number· 12, United States Ott ice ot Education, 
Washington, D. o. 
3 
have been written. Uni'ortunatel)", such is not the case. No two methods 
ot selection are identical. Some selection factors are common in all 
procedures. llaDY other tactQrs appear in one system and disappear in 
others. Keeping this in mind the writer presents the problem as follows: 
lhat factors are to be considered the most et:t'ective in proper teacher 
selection? 
The:Mithod 
Through the analY"SiS and eTaluation ot mterial reviewed in books, 
bulletins, journals, and other periodicals many factors ot selection 
'\0 
were studied tor possible use in this paper. One hUlldred am tan readil:lg 
selections were reviewed :f'or this study, but RallY of' these were discarded 
because of' poor coverage or duplication. 
A :f'air treatliiElnt of' the subject mtter was attempted through the 
revin of' selections covering a span ot years trom 1915-1952. As is 
not unco111110n, many of' the earlier writiDgscprove to be as valuable, it 
not mare so, than RallY ot the later dissertations. In tact, a great 
number ot the articles and books reviewed that were written between 
I 
1940-1952 were simply resume~ of' earlier authors' works. 
In Chapter II will be :f'oUlld summaries, conclusions, and quotations, 
from the writings and research ot thirty-tour dit:f'erant authors. From 
these the present 'lll'iter selected the factors which se• to be predomi-
nant in the selection procedures tor obtaining the most acceptable and 
most efficient teachers. Chapter III will consist of' a series ot 
conclusions by the author, and a check-list which my be used by 
4 
administrators to check their methods of selection with the most commonlr 
accepted procedures as obtained from this study. 
The writer bas arre.Dged the material included in Chapter II 
according to topical headings that consist of the following nine major 
factors of selection: 
1. Seeking the candidate 
2. The application blank 
3. Education of the teachEil' 
4. The interrtn 
5. Investigation of the candidate 
6. Teacher observation in present employment 8lld practice 
teaching 
7. Certification 
s. Evaluation of teacher 
9. Reeponsibility for final selection 
The reviews will be presented as they affect the topic under 
consideration at tbat time. In some instances a cOJD;plete review of a 
book or periodical will be given on one topic, and in other oases only 
the section of the review that affects the topic will be included. 
CHAPTER n 
REviEWS AND sm.r.IARJJI:S OF :EERriNENT MATERIAL AS rr AFFECTS 
'mACHI!R SELECTION 
l. Seeking U:le Candidate 
The introduction of this tactor.-- During the depression years of 
the •thirties" the problems confronting the administrators in the 
selection of teachem were not identical with those of today. Nor were 
the:y the same in the earl:y 1900's as present school s:ystems face. The 
suppl:y and demand of teachers has tended to fluctuate with the changes 
of our economic structure and this factor intluences U:le selection of 
new teachers. Furthermore, as the concept of our democrac:y evolve, 
change must occur within our educational tramework; and it follows 
that the requirelllents expect6d of teachers must be under constant 
revision to meet the challanges presented. 
The literature which is to be revitnred and evaluated in this chapter 
cleerl:y Ulustrates this to be true. Such items as: methods of eval-
uation, ~ied women teachers, experience versus non-experience, male 
versus femal teachers, and man:y othe:rs are subject to the economic and 
political changes in our count:r:y. Of these llll!lll7 item& the writer has 
selected as a: lle&inll~ -to- this-paper, -the_!Jieth!l.da JULII4 -m seeking 
ceDd ldatelt fol: teach:lllg pos:l11!ons. 
When• "1!11 how.-- One of the finest studies done on the subject of 
6 
11 
teacher selection is tba t ot We.J.'d G. Reeder • He has this to 88.7 abollt 
the problaa ot seeking the candidate: 
1. Select earl.7, in J'an11ar7 or February, when vacancies are 
knOWil, or at any time that is convenient. 
2. Kasp in mind that the best candidates are not always in 
the list ot applicatiollS. 
3. Visit other schools. 
4. Kasp a tile ot all applicants 
5. Obtain available lists trom teachers' colleges. 
To illustrate the second as~tion the writer quotes Reeder as 
follo118: "The best teachers available are not always represented in a 
list ot applicatiolll!l; 1t the services ot the best teachers are pro-
!/ 
curred the position must oftan seek them, not they the position." .,.> 
~I .~ 
::!1 . )·J ~; e l. ' 
111h£e to look.-- The National Survey in 1931 arranged in rank'·, 1 - .\ ~q 
L_t"'\otl'. ., 
-"' o.S 
order, as foUJid to be in practice in schools throughout the country, -, 7 
the items used to det6rmine where to find the qualified teacher. The 
order is as toll ow: 
1. Application 
2. Placement bureaus of higher educational institutiolll!l 
3. Private teachers' agencies 
4. City teachar-trainillg schools 
5. Visits to other schools 
6. Visits to hie:ller institutions 
7. Visits to observe practice teaching 
a. State teachers' association 
9. State appointment bureaus 
10. Lists ot candidates trom higber 111St1tutiol18 
In other materials reviewed by the writer it was foUJid that ell or 
some ot these methods were included. Therefore, it is telt that this 
i/ Ward G. Reeder, F"n1'mntels ot Public S9hool Administration, 
lfecm:lllen Ccmp8J1Y, Nn York, 1930, P• 61. 
Y .!!11.• sJ.li.• , P• 60 §1 Williem s. Deffenbaugh and Will:l.all R. Zeigel, op. cit., P• 40 
'I 
listing should be suti'iciant for the purposes of this paper. Notice, 
that deepite the abuse that has been heaped upo~ it, (Taken up in 
detail in a later section of the chapter) the "application• headed the 
list and remains 1n that position at present. 
Interr!lation of factors•-- It is exceedingly difficult to isolate 
any one of the factors 1n teac.bllr selection as they ere all closely 
related. Seeking the candidate is al~ed with the investigation of 
the applicant, the application blank, the personal interview, keeping 
the candidate informd, and general ellTironment. None at these selection 
factors exist by themselves alone or can be so isolated in the over-all 
selection process. 
Position of state gove;rnmarrts.-- "The state now commonly exercises 
this prerogative; and by setting standards higher and higher it has y 
steadily risen 1n importance as a determinant of teacher selection.• 
The above-mentioned quotation is taken from the most recent book '"'•"•'eul 
that c011taine a chapter on teacher selection methods. The material 
of the chapter is most satisfactory and Will be used as a reference in 
quite a few instances e1s811hare in this paper. In the aforementioned 
quotation one would gather that because of widespread adoption of state 
certification laws the problems of seeking candidates by local boards 
has been reduced sanewbat. If the state has certification laws and 
strong ones, then the superintendents may have access to the available 
jJ Leonard v. Koos, Jams M. Hughes, Percival w. Huston, William c. 
Reavis, •selecting Teachers• Mm1p1ster1pg the Secondary School, 
American Book Company, New York, 1940 1 P• 327. 
" 
a 
teacher supply from the state education department. It a teacher is 
required to be certified prior to emploY'III'lnt, then at least the problam 
of proper pre-service training is taken out of the hands of the school 
administrators. 
Infl.umce al local arey.-- Another conclusion to be reached from jJ 
reading Xoos, et al., is that one primary advantage of teacher certifica-
tion is that it removes the task of seeking snd employing teachers from 
political, pe.ouniary, snd personal influences in the local area. All 
research done on teacher selection factors is cognizant of this evil 
and is aware that it will exist DD matter what .measures are taken to 
prevent it. At least certification reduces to a lesser degree this 
danger. 
Standards to be set by administrators.-- Must this factor of seeking 
the candidate begin at the desk of the superintendent, the principal, or 
the school board? It might be said that "the cart has been put before 
the horse, • In industry personnel managers expect the colleges and 
universities to train professional personnel to .meet the standards 
established by the industry. This can be said of the education profession, 
but not to the degree that it should be. It the school administraters 
are looking for certain qualifications in their new teachers then these 
standard qualifications should be made known to the candidate and the 
teacher-training institution where the teacher is being prepared. 
A vary interesting report on this subject appeared in l!'ourth 
jJ .D.!4.· I P• 328. 
1:/ 9 
Yearbook of the J"ohn Dewey Societ;y 1940, Most ot the pertinent 1D1'ol'lll-
ation is quoted here so that the content is not lost. 
l. •Insofar as is consistent with the total welfare of all, \/ 
an individual should have freedom tor intelligent choice ot his (\ 
own occupation. 
2. Society hes not onl;r the right, but also the dut;y to set 
up qualitications which mat be met b;r entrants into its occupations 
in order that the total welfare ot all .ma:y be served. 
3o It the number ot qualitied applicants is less than the 
number needed by society, then society must mod:l.t;y the incentives 
in order to increase entrants into the profession."!/ 
Attempts to attract tbe candidate.-- Blllings suggests tba tollowiDg 
measures tor attracting personnel to the teaching profession: 
1. Increase salaries. 
2. Increase public esteeDI. 
3. Direct b;y gRidance. 
4. Allow married women to return attar their chlldren are 
old enoll8h to talce care ot themselves. 
5, Reduce s:!Jae o:r classes. 
6. Make better pre-service selection. 
7. Institute state-wide plans tor recruitmEnt ot students. 
a. Induce ;youngsters in secondary schools to become interested. 
9. Keep adequate records on intellectual and mantel abllit;r. 
10. Maintain better placement service. 
Fallure to attract.-- The aforementioned writing is an attempt to 
jJ Neal Blllings, •Selection and Guidance in Teacher Education," Teachers 
For DaJIII)cracz, Fourth Yearbook ot the J"ohn Deny Sqoiet;r, ·D. 'Appleton 
Centur;r Inc. N. Yo &. London, 1940 P• 186 
!/Neal Blllings, op. cit., P• 190 
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explain the failure of' school administrators in teacher-training 
institutions to select properl:y the right type of' student and suggests 
tbat if' this fault were remedied, a great deal of' the problem in final 
selection of' teachers would be removed f'rom the shoulders of' the school 
boards and superintendents. Also it points out tbat perhaps standards 
have not been established that are satisf'actor:y to applicants or entrants 
to the teaching profession. 
Teachar gueJif'ication.-- .Another problem closel:y relsted to the 
foregoing is: Does the administrator know the qualifications of' a good 
teachar'l What does he expect to find in that teacher? Is the teacher 
inf'om.ed as to v.hat is expected ot hilll in this posi tion'l Can :you expect 
graduates from teacher-training institutions and other colleges to be 
able to satisf':y requirements if' the knowledge of' such qualifications is 
not .DIB.de available to the~~? The educational system and its acilllinistrators 
must make knowJI. the requirements and goals expected to be achieved. 
"Although the probllll. of' predicting teaching success is far 
.f'raa solved, superintendents and principals of' sdlools should 
keep in mind tbat the selection of' teachers is one of' the 
most important functions of' school az:eoutives. The superinten-
dent \'ito is cognizant of' this fact should attempt to obtain 
as much reliable information as possible about both the inex-
perienced and experienced teachers who are being considered 
for positions. He should b .. in cooperation with principals 
and supervisors weigh all the evidence aDd nominate those 
persons who possess evsr:y qualif'icatio~at he and his princi-
pals and supervisors th1JL1t essential.• 
The ke:y word in the .DIB.terial quoted above is "qualif'ieation." It 
is recognized that the superintendent, the prineipals, and supervisors 
i/ Deffenbaugh and Zeigel, op. cit •• P• 79 _.,_.,<' ' ~ --\-t .,. • 1.. .). ~~\ ' 
,., 
ll 
are to establish these qualifications, I~ is also recognized that 
teacher-training institutions should be aware of these requirements. 
Therefore, the writer concludes that in order for school administrators 
to seek candidates successtully the candidate must have had made known 
to him during his general and professional education programs the 
qualifications he must acquire. This will simplify the task of final 
selection. 
Sex.- Is this factor to be a determinant in selecting the teacher? 
The obvious answer to this question would appear to be a "no". Yet, 
research shows that this someti.m.es such is not the case, 
"Whether or not one sex will be favored over another in 
the selection of teachers depends upon the type ot position 
to be filled and upon the viswe ot the employing official 
regarding the sex of the teacher and educational efficiency." 1/ 
A close examination ot the above statement reveals it might be 
possible tor the administrator to employ discriminatory practices in 
the t inal selection. Let's compare this with the conclusions made by 
y 
H. C. Koch. In his article on the subject of sex as a factor in 
final teacher selection, he summarized that: 
1. lolan have problems in as great a number and variety as 
do women. 
2. The character ot the difficulties experienced by each 
sex is the same. 
3, There is no particular advantage in having like sex deal 
with like sex, 
jJ Leo ll. Chsmberlain, The Teac!J.er and School Organization, Prentice 
Hall Inc,, New York, Chap. vl, 1936, P• 185, 
y H. c. Koch, "Is there a Difference Between the Problems of Men and 
women Teachers?" Eduoati9!!!!l Research BuJ.letin (A;prU 14, 1936) 
" 
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4. Q.ualities desired in a teacher are IIIUCh mare characteristic 
ot an individual than ot a sex. 
Snmmrtion ot two authors' views.-- Both authors agree that sex 
should not be a determinant in good teacher selection. Yet, the tirst 
author would leave the problem squarely in the hands of the administra-
tion to legislate as it sees tit and pre-supposes that one sex is more 
efficient in a given situation than the other. The second author is in 
opposition to the latter thought and concludes that there should be other 
more illlportant qualities to consider than the one of sex. It is with the 
opinion expressed by the second author that this writer agrees. 
Mel e mresentation in 'the high school.-- K'oos, et al., have some 
11 
significant conclusions on the tactor of sex in teacher selection: 
"The ettort to obtain a good representation ot men on high 
school faculties cannot be based on an assumed superiority over 
women in teaching abili t;y, but lllllst rest on the grounds of the 
desire to create a natural social situation in the sehools." 
The above authors also conclude that economic status in~ community, 
state, and county will determine the illqlortance ot the sex factor in y 
teacher selection. 
History proves that prior to the depression of the "thirties" 
women were predominant in teaching positions. During the depression 
the increase in men in teaching was evident to a marked degree. During 
the years from 1940-1946 man;y men lett the teaching i'ield i'or military 
service and a great number ot these did not return; IIIBilY were killed in 
the war and others returned to more financially attractive professions. 
11 Op. cit., P• 346. Y Ibid., P• 350. 
" 
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Loca1 yersua non-local oapdidates.-- Should the school administre-
tors look tor their cendidates within their collllllllllity 0 or should they 
accept those residing in other localities? This is a question at 
selection that has caused some controversy. 
!I 
Reeder makes the summation that teaching qualifications should y 
be the sole criterion tor selection. Deffenbaugh and Zeigel in the 
National Survey showed some systems having rules giving preference to 
local candidates; but ethers having ruJ.es giving preference to non-
Y 
local candidates. Chamberlain agrees w1 th Reeder in this statement: 
"The point to be emphasized is that residence, local or 
otherwise, should not be a factor ot importance in the selection 
end appointmEnt ot teachers unless it atfects the quality ot the 
school program.• 
!/ 
Recent statistics on the residence !actor.-- A study made by the 
National Education Association in 1940 in which a questionnaire was 
sent to 3 0615 city school systems with population ranging trom 2,500 
to over 100,00 residents (Useful replies totaled 1 0601 or 49.8 per 
cent) found: (l) that some 30 per cent ot the schools gave equal 
consideration to local residents and outsiders in regard to local 
teaching positions. (2) that practices lll.ich may prove effective in 
gOp. cit., P• 69. 
y Op. cit., P• 27. 
y Op. cit., p. 183. 
Research Division, Teacher Personnel 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~ Research Bulletin (November 
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one area may prove worthless in another. 
Summarization ot resid,ence factor.-- It would seem sate to assume 
that, basically, the local versus the non-local factor should not be 
considered a factor in teacher selection unless ell other and more 
iJJWortant qualifications be equal. Yet in 1940, this was not the case, 
Y .lv~l 
as 7af, of 1,801 schools gave preference one~ or the other. ;; ;· 1 , ~ ,, ,, ,, 
(. 'J-,.~ i. .• 
U.ryied, w'!'Jeu yersus sinele women teachers.-- This is another 
selection factor that has given rise to great argument in the past 
as well as the present. It is a well-known fact that during the 
depression the numbar of married women teachers decreased greatly 
alld that during the war years ot 1940-46 they returned in great numbers. 
Tbe reasons for this need no explanation at this point. y 
Deffenbaugh and Zeigel in the National Survey found that tbBre 
had been a tendency up to the time of their study for more and more 
agitation against employing married women. (Note that this survey 
was completed prior to the national depression.) The writer feels 
tbat the education profession at this time was attempting to interest 
more men in the teaching field and to create new employment. 
CompetencY ot maiTied 'I'IO!!J! teachers.-- Thare is the question of 
whether married women are more or less effective in teaching than 
single women. From the readings of the writer, it muld seem that 
they are just as effective. 
i/ Op. cit., P• 31. y Op. cit., p. 26. 
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"Some studies show that the married women are just as compe-
tent as an unmarried woman when judged by principal 1 s ratings at 
efficiency, but are absent somewhat more than single women." 1/ 
The question was asked of 954 superintendents, "Are married women 
y 
with equal training and experience as efficient as unmarried?" The 
answers were: 
Yes 
No 
Conditional 
l!arried women 
More effective 
63 per cent 
18 per cent 
15 per cent 
_..i per cent 
100 per cent 
In a report by the National Education Association, it was found 
that only 13.9 per cent of the schools surveyed in 1940 appointed y 
married womsn without restrictions. Thus, it would seem that despite 
the concurrence of opinion that married women teachers are as effective 
as single, the trend in 1940 indicated that 86.1 per cent of the schools 
did not hire them at all or did so with restrictions. Yet, there is 
presented no valid argument as to why they should not be llllployed. 
Ecperienced versus the non-experienced teacher.-- A last oonaidera-
tion to be made in the first major topic oi' selection is that at 
experience. Shall the school board and superintendent select the 
experienced or the non-experienced teacher. It is clearly forecast 
what will happen 11' we select only those with experience; so this 
selection factor 1s undertaken with a view toward the inevitable 
!/Deffenbaugh & Zei~el, op. cit., P• 27. 
y "Employing Married Women in the Schools," American Educational 
D1gest. (October 1926) Volume 56, P• 57. . 
y Op. cit., P• 28. 
" 
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"middle road". Here again the writer ran into the problem ot oonflict-
theories in the material reviewed. 
' y 
KOos, et al., reached the oonclusion that it was decidedly unjust 
to over-load the smaller community with the task ot training the non-
e:xperienoed teaoher only to lose him later to the larger city and more pay. 
"Plainly the smaller the sohool, the more se:vere the 
administrative problems of teaoher seleotion. Furthermore, 1:t: 
e~rience and maturity are factors in the teaoher1 s. effeo~iveness, 
as presumably they are, the pupils ot the smaller sohool are at 
a disadvantage. 
Many authorities advooate that all sohool systems aooept 
some ineJ;Perienoed teaohers and that it is unfair to impose this 
burden so largely on the smaller sohools, where the load is the 
heaviest and the S1Jilervision is weakest." ?J 
Chamberlain makes the following conolusion regarding the experience 
factor: 
"••••two important arguments against hiring only aJ;Perienoed 
teaohers. First, the oream of the experienoed personnel in the 
smaller and less wealthy ereas is taken by the larger and wealthier 
areas. Second, is that the benefit accruing to the larger school 
system from one to two yeers teaching aJ;Perience is often small. 
Practice does not make perfect unless it is the right kind of 
practice." y 
P£aotice-teach1pg as a substitute for experience.-- It is possible 
that sahool syst.a are going to be compelled to hire non-experienced 
personnel. I:t: so • a longer practice-teaching period will be necessary. 
This will at least provide some SJ;Perienoe for the new teacher. 
jJ Op, cit., P• 340, 
?:} ~·• P• 342. 
y Leo Chamberlain, op. cit. • P• 180. 
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2. The Application Blank: 
IntroQ.uction.-- :lobch controversy has raged through the years over 
the values attributed to the uae of the application blank in teacher 
selection. Jlany or these farms are peculiar to local conditions. 
Tbsre are many different varieties of blanks and very few of them are 
identical in ell respects. In thia section or the chapter the writer 
will attempt to Ulustrate some or the items used on the application, 
the use made or them, and the results achieved. 
Kind end m1mber or items appearing.-- It is remarkable to see 
the large number end varieties or items appeariDg on many of the 
blanks. On solll8 fonns there are as many as one hundred items and, 
on others, as few as fifteen. 
Charles W&Dg, in a study dons in 1928 of soma 244 application 
blanks, prepared a percentage-of-frequency table or tbs di:f'feromt 
itellll appearing. 
Percentages of Frequency at Individual Items on y 
244 Application Blanks 
1. General Information 
Ne.me 
Per Cent of Frequency 
Present address 
Date of application 
Permanent address 
Grade or Subject Preferred 
Position Desired 
Telephone Number 
(concluded on next; page) 
100 
95 
89 
84 
'15 
62 
61 
i/ Charles K. A. W&Dg, "A study at Basic Intarmation Utllized in Employ-
ing Teachers in the United States," Education (Feb. 1928) Number 48, 
P• 360 
( conol ud ed) 
2. Personal Data Per Cent 
Age 
\feight 
Height 
T.aching Certificate 
Uari tal Status 
Present Salar,r 
Health 
Religious Affiliation 
Ability to teach special subjects 
Acceptable Salar,y 
3. Educational Preparation 
Years in Normal School 
of Frequency 
96 
86 
85 
79 
78 
69 
69 
67 
52 
50 
College attended 97 
H. s. attended 96 
Normal School 96 
Years in College 76 
Years in Normal School 75 
College Degree 73 
Year graduated from college 70 
Years in high school 70 
Year graduated from high school 63 
Gn.duate from Special School 59 
Degree 59 
4. Educational Experience 
Location of schools 85 
Jlonths taught SO 
Grades or subjects 78 
Inclusive data 70 
5, General Information 
References 95 
Photograph 61 
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Freauepny of it;mes in a recst survey,-- From an indepelldent surve7 
by this writer of 35 application blanks used in schools in Massachusetts, 
it was found that there was a high correlation in the frequency of it811B 
appearing in Wang's table with items appearing in present forms, There 
ware a fw exceptions, One ot these was Religious Preference, On none 
of the 35 application blanks surveyed did this itam appear. (Legislation 
19 
now prohibits the use o:t such an item.) The photograph appeared on 
15 forms With a frequency of 42.6 per cent as compared to 61.0 per cent 
in the earlier survey- ot 1928. All it811l8 rated in the eo.o-90.0 per cent 
o:t frequency- in Wang's study- had approrimately- the same h~ frequency-
in the writer's survey-. 
TfRicel itw 011 present-day appl.icatiollS.-- Included at this 
point is a listing of items that appeared on a recent application form 
11 
co11S:I4ered ty-picel of most other present-day- applicatious. 
1. General In:tomat1o11. 
Name 
Permanent address 
Temporary- address 
Date o:t application 
Telephone llWIIber 
2. Personal Data 
Age 
Weight 
He~t 
Teacb.1118 Certificate 
Marital status 
OhUdrsn 
Present selary 
Asking selary 
AbUity- to teach speciel subjects 
Hobbies 
Play- an instrum.!lll.t or sing 
3. Educational preparation 
High School 
Gradu.a te from High School 
college 
Graduate from college 
Degree 
Graduate work 
Degree 
!J Application Blank Used in the Dedhalll School Department, Dedham, 
~sachusetts, 1953. 
4. Educational Experience 
Practice teaching 
Location 
SUbject and grade 
Teaching experience 
Location 
SUbject and grade 
Specii'io professional training 
Relationship to this position 
5. General Inf'ol'll!S.tion 
References 
Photograph 
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It is of' interest to note that the itara of' health does not appear 
on the Dedham application although it does on the other 34 f'oDLS. The 
practice-teaching itam appeared on 34 of' the application blanks. Thus, 
it would seem that practice teaching is assuming a much more prominent 
position in the selection process than heretofore. 
The photograph.-- This item appears on 20 of' the present-dey 
application blanks with a pEit"centage of' f'requenc;r of' 57 .1. After 
telephonic co.DIIlunica tiona w1 th 15 superintellllents in school systems 
j 
that require photographs, the writer was lead to believe that application 
f'ol'IIIS could best serve their f'llnotion without this 1 tara. Many applicants 
don't bother to subi)U.t a photograph, allll those who do, submit ones which 
are not alwa;rs of' a recEII.t sitting. 
gediotive yalue of' the photograph.-- Ill. a stud;r by Lail.'d and ..J 
Hance the value of' a photograph on an application blank was f'ound to 
be negligible. The photograph f'actor in teacher selection seams to be 
jJ Donald A. Laird and Helen T. Hanae, "Photos in Teacher Selection.• 
The A!l!!rican Sc4ool Bgard J'ou;nal (J'UJ18 1923) VolUilll 64, PP• 48-49. 
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· unjustified. It has no possible veJ.ue as a mans of predict:l.ng 
taaohiDg success. Deffenbaugh and Zeigel reached the sems negative y 
conclusion. 
J!epee ot ite"·-- The writer found in his Blllllll survey in Jle.ss-
aohusetts that there was a range of 13 to 68 items. The National 
!I 
Survey found range of ll to 75 items. 
H&alth iteJJI.-- Almost all application blanks reviewed by the 
writer contained the heal1h iteJJI. Either a statement by the applicant 
regarding his health status was requested or it was required that 
proof of good health be indicated through a certificate of health. 
"1lally schools now require that a certificate of health 
be filed with the superintendent before the appointment is 
made. The National Education Association reports that for . 
1494 city systems, physical fiTAm1nations are required in fro.ai 
8.9 per cent of tb.e systems tram 2,500 to 5,000 population, · 
to 49.4 per cent of the cities ctfl the cities of more than 
100,000 population. AJ,JproxiJIIately 16.5 per cent of the total 
number of cities reporting require physical e:tamination. 'Ef 
Irrelevant items·-- Chamberlain found in his work, that in 1,500 
~ 
cities sampled 88.0 per cent used the formal application. There 
was a wide variation in items and many items were irrelevct, such 
as: color of eyes, religious preference, complexion, parents' birth 
place, use of tobacco, use of eJ.cohol, naming the least seJ.ary 
acceptable, and maiden nems. 
i/ Op, cit. • P• 40, 
y 1.:!1JA·. p. 39. 
'Ef William s. Deffenbaugh and William H. Zeigel, op. cit., P• 61. 
~ Leo Chamberlain, op. cit., p. 148 
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References.-- It is made clear at this point that more than one 
kine ot reterenc~ is possible and that not all are satisfactory. Soma 
serve the4" purpose excellentl:y and ota!rs could very well be discarded. 
A summarization ot Chamberlain's work is given as follows: 
20 
1. Open letter is considered of little value. 
2. Confidential statEI!lent concerning the qualifications 
ot the candidate is essential. 
3. Employing officer liUBt seek references. 
4. Poorest reference is that outside the profession. 
5. Use of a rating scale to reply as a reference. 
(Sample given below.) 
Ratipg Seale tor References JJ 
15 10 5 0 
Impression unusuall;y 
favorable, dresses 
appropriatel:y, well-
poised snd wholesome. 
Impression 
sat istact ar:y, 
no unfavorable 
reaction. 
Weak, nervous, 
embarrassed, careless 
and tadish, 
inappropriate dress. 
Koos, et al., have this to sa:y about the subject of references: 
"It seems first ot all, that a reference blank should be 
used, calling tor information on the salient qualifications 
needed tor successful teaching, cannot merely emphasize merits 
and pass over detects. l!'urthermore, the devices should be of 
such a to~ that the degree to which the applicant possesses 
each quality may be indicated roughl:y and without undue 
ditticul t:y. "Y 
References often are too general in nature and are too subjective. 
It an administrator is to judge effectively the strength of a reference, . 
}J Op. cit., P• 149. 
y Leomrd Koos, op. cit., P• 361. 
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thare must be same ettective method to make objective the reference. 
In other words, we shouJ.d, as sahool administrators, establish check-
lists or ratillg scales in order to .make objective the recoll1Dl8ndations 
of those who are to giving the refereDCes. It the administrator 
submits a form on wb.iah the qualifications are stated in Sll(lh a 
manner that the,r may be rated effectively, to the person or persons 
giving references, an accurate evaluative refereDCe will be provided 
for the use of the superintendlllllt or his subordinates. 
Who shou1d !dve references.-- SOJDe authors, notably Thomas Murray, 
feel that all refereDCes .shouJ.d be obtained from tle fellow· teaahers 
ll 
aDd immed:late supervisors ratber than the superintllllldent or principal. 
They asswae that through this method a more objective referenca may be 
obtained. 
National Survey findima.-- The followillg are the finding& through jJ 
statistical analysia: 
l. Reference were used to supplement 1ntomat1on obtained 
on the application bJ.ank. 
2. All references were treated as confidential. 
3. Some were only general letters. 
4. Others had a form-rating scale. 
5. Open letters were not given much consideration. 
}J Thomas Murray, "Use of Reference in Teacher Selection.• Educational 
Forwp., (J"uly l950) Volume 1JT, Number 6, p. l3. 
Y Deffenbaugh & Zeigel, op. cit., P• 60. 
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3. Education ot the Teacher 
Introduction.-- Prior to the days ot al.rllost universal state 
certification laws, the general and professional education of a 
teacher was not considered to be ot such great importance as it is 
today. Gone are the days when a high school education or, at IJIQSt 1 
two years ot normal school was all the education that was required to 
enter the taachillg profession. It is not uncOlliDIOn at present to find :. 0-· 
many secondary schools requiring a master's degree as a prerequisite~~ 
to employment. Specialization 1n subject matter and higbar salary 
schedules resulted 1n higher standards of teacher education. This 
factor 1n teacher selection has reached the stage of utmost importance. 
As state certification laws have grown mora stringent from year 
to year, the education ot a teacher either qualities or disqualifies 
him tor a position 1n most school systems. Evan as early as 1930, th:Ls 
fact was easily forecast as is shown 1n statistics gathered by the 
}j 
National Education Association during that time. These figures shOif 
the great increase 1n the educational requirements tor teachers. 
sroom Teacher , 
Educational ~ifioations Required of Newly Appointed 
Teachers Compared With Those Held by Teachers In 
Senice l930-l93l. y 
Number at 
Years Beyond J'r. H. s. Sr, H, S. 
High School 
Required Held Reauired Held 
25 
Less than one 0.2 3.0 0.1 1.4 
One 0.7 3.2 l.l 
Two 23.8 17.5 .9 4.4 
Three 24.5 16.0 .9 6.1 
Four 50.2 43.7 94.6 58.1 
Five .6 12.1 3.4 20.4 
Six 3.1 .l 5.9 
Seven ar more 1.5 2.9 
100.0 100.1 lOOoO 100.1 
CompaJ:1son and s:ummetion of statistics of qualification.- From 
this table one can see easUy that as far back as 1931 the educational 
requiremnts for the teacher were becoming greater and greater. Rather 
significat·e are the statistics that show 94.6 per cent of all teachers 
hired to teach in sanior high schools were required to have at least 
four years at college training, as against 58.1 per cent then teaching. 
Education requirements for business teachers.-- All interesting 
study on the advanced requiremen•s in education for commercial high y 
school teachers is that of TurUle. In his article he sets up these 
jj Ibid •• p. 9. 
y Stephen J'. 'l'urUle, "Teacher ~itications and Certification" 
Administration and SUperYiaion of Business Education, The American 
Business Yearbook 1 Wallace Homestead Company, Des Moines, Iowa 1 
Volume 6 1 1952, PP• 89-101, 
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standards: 
1. Minimum standard - B. A. degree or equivalent from lUI. 
accredited college or university. 
2. General Education- 60 hours of collegiate credit. 
3. Business Education - 30 hours. 
4. Professional Education - 24 hours of specialized study. 
5. Business ~erience - the equivalent of 6 hours credit. 
Certainly one CIUI. conclude from the above that business educaton 
have •raised their sisjlts" and are demanding more stringent education 
requirements of their teachers. Also of interest is that ~erience 
in the fiel.d is a desired requisite. Presumably, this is done to keep 
the trainee in practical touch with the modern methods of business 
procedures. y 
SeconderY E4ucation requirameut .-- SUmpticn recollllll8nds a / 
~tar of Education degree be required of all teachers in secondary 
schools in the larger cities IUI.d that this degree be earned at lUI. 
institution other thiUI. the one where he obtained his A. B. This 
.recommendation, made in 19441 seems to be well on the road to aahieve-
ment. !4ore and more sahools in the larger aities are requiring a 
master's degree in education or in soma speaifia field of education. 
Rapkings e;iven to subieats tanght in teaahar-trai111ng institutiou.--
w. E. Peik, in an attempt to prove the positive IUI.d negative values of 
}) N. R. SU.raption, "Six Points to Consider in Selecting Teachers• 
Natiou Schools, (June 1944), 33: 41~42 
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education courses ta~t in colleges, established a table inwhidl y 
100 teachers ranked their courses in order of importance as follows: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Rankings Given to Prescribed Courses in Education By 100 
Alumni of the UniTarsi ty of !41nnesota 
Practical Average Theoretic Average General Average 
Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank 
Practice Educa. Practice 
teaching 1.49 psych. 2.67 teaching 2.02 
Special Educa. Special 
1118thods 2.36 socio. 3.55 1118thods 2.64 
Educational The hi8h 
pilychology 3.69 school 4.07 Psychology 3.34 
Techniques of Special 
high school Jlethods 4.16 Techniques 
instruction 3.94 of high 
school 
instruction4.43 
The high The high 
school 4.81 Education 4.33 school 4.71 
Educational Techniques of Educational 
sociology 5.46 high school Sociology 5.09 
instruction 4.54 
History of Practice Historr ot 
education 6.27 teaching 4.79 education 5.79 
Range 4.78 Range 2.22 Range 3.75 
Practice t¥ah'Ps•-- It we refer to the above table, we see that 
the course in practice teaching has first rank: in practical and general 
value. (The last position in theoretic value is easily understood.) 
l/luj~h has been written about practice teaching either 111811gning it or 
jJ Wesley E. Peik, The Professional Education o:r HiM School Teachers 
in !Unpuota, University of Minnesota Press 1930. 
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praising it. The next tew revins by the writer will attempt to prove 
or disprove the value ot practice teaching. 
Predigtiye ya,lue ot practive teaching.-- J"acob Olav Bach has done 
JJ 
such an excellent piece ot work on this topic that this writer is 
going to devote considerable space to it, the research has some signiti-
cant conclusions and will provoke same argu.mEIIlt among readers ot this 
paper. 
Since the evaluation ot practice teaching is considered an important 
aspect ot the pre-service education ot teachers, Bach made a correlative 
~ysis ot the relationship between success in practice teaching and 
success in the field. Twenty-six students who had graduated from the 
Univarsit:y ot Wisconsin with a teacher's cert11'icate and who ha.d obtain-
ad their first positions in the field that year (1950} were chosen tor y 
this study. 
y 
Four main questions to be answered by the stud;r were as follows: 
1. What relationship is there betnn success in practice 
teaching end such pre-service Dasures ot ability as: 
a. Professional Grade Point Average (Practice 
teaching grade omitted?} 
b. Academic Grade Point Average tor junior and 
senior years? 
jJ J"acob Olav Bach, "Practive 'reaching Success in Relation to Oth8r 
Measures ot 'reaching Ability. "J"cmryeJ ot Experimental Eduoatbn." 
(September 1952) Volume 21, NUllbar 1, Carbondale, nlinois. P• 59-79. 
Y OJ!. cit. • 59 
y !'!?.!l• • p. 60 
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c. American Council of Education Psychology 
Examination? 
2. What relationship is there between academic pre-service 
msasures of ability and in-service ratings of efficiency 
and acceptability? 
3. Is practice teaching snccess a better indicator of teaching 
success than the professional grade point average? (Practice 
teaching grade omitted.) 
4. How well does success in practice teaching as llllasured by 
scores on Participator Rating Scales correlate with success 
in the first year of teaching? 
Bach set up his Participator Rating Soale so that their principals 
might evaluate the teaching performances of the 26 students selected. y 
The scale contained the following items: 
1. Appearance e. Professional understanding 
2. Voice and diction 9. Skill in analyzing probl&IIIS 
3. Use of English 10. Skill 1n maintaining pupil 
interest, purpose, and 
4. Initiative attention 
5. Adaptability u. Emotional stability 
6. Group ot specific 12. Skill in evaluation 
subject matter 
7. Relations with others 13. Cooperative attitude 
rJ 22& cit •. P• 58. 
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Conclusions of Baeh.-- Without going into the separate correlations 
JJ 
found, these are the basic conclusions arrived at by Bachl 
l. "The relationship between pre-service aDd inservice 
IIJBasures is negligible. (Perhaps if there had been a wider 
sampling aDd With better reliability, a different conclusion 
m1glt have been reached by the author.) 
2. The presence of sizable correlations, both among pre-
service aDd in-service ratings, leads the writer to question a 
basic assum;ption; namely, that the practive teaching aDd actual 
teaching are comparable activities. 
3. Relationships between practice teaching ability and 
success in the field as defined and .ueasured in this study are 
negligible. · 
4. Higher positive relationships are found between 3 pairs 
of factors in the practice teaching analysis but only one large 
positive and three small negative relationships are found between 
the factors in the beginning teacher analysis. The above differences 
lead to tha conclusion that in spite of the sim1lsrity of name in 
the two factors common to each analysis, critic teachers and 
principals are emphasizing different characteristics or abilities 
in the people they train and hire, or else they place different 
values upon alld seek different combinations of the same abilities. 
5. That in teacher selection the selector can't always rely 
on the promise tbat skillful practice teacher so rated will be a 
successful teacher in his school." §/ 
Comparison of two stu4ies.-- Contrast the conslusions drawn from y 
the aforementioned stuey.with those made by Koos: 
"As the requirement of practice teaching has become so general, 
the h1rin8 authority ought always to secure, in the case of 
beginning teachers, an adequate statement of the degree of success 
achieved in that ~erieuce. It is very likely the best single 
measure of probable teaching success. 8 
}j ~·• P• 79. 
y gp. cit. • P• 80 
A/ Op. cit., P• 331. 
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KOos also made the following summarization regarding practice 
ll 
teaching: 
l;, Training instituion curricula are subject to revision. 
2. Danger ot the •tacto:ry• principle is present. 
3. Selections are made too frequently on basis ot aptitude 
and ability. 
4. Content training is generally administered trom a liberal 
arts point ot view. 
Practice teachipg as a substitute tor expyience.-- From the 
readiDgs by this writer, it is tound that one significant conclusion 
is taken by school administrators: practice teaching 11J13:1 well serve 
as a substitute tor experience. It many cities and towns are going 
to legislate against hiring the non-experienced teacher, then adminis-
trators will be forced to accept practice teaching as a substitute. 
The ever-increasing demand tor teachers has placed the experienced 
teacher at a premium. 
4. The Interview 
Introduction ot this factor in selection.-- .A:1J:r study ot teachar 
selection factors which does not take the interviEIIf into consideration 
is not tultllling its purported purpose. It may be said by 1101118 that 
the personal interviEIIf has as 11111J1Y demerits as it has 1118ri ts; neverthe-
less, it used correctly it is one ot the most valid methods ot selecting 
new teachers. In some ot tbB readings tor this section a basic criticism 
iJ Op. cit., P• 337. 
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was raised that the interview -s too subjective. As reviews IIIId 
SUIIIIlaries are made in the following pages, the reader may tilld ways 
ot overcoming this criticism. 
Snggestiops fOilj interviffipg.-- I1' an interview is to be successful, 
the interviaar must know what he is looking tor in the interviewee. 
He must allow the interviewee the chance to sell himself. David Ryans 
in a wall-written article on interviewing teachers makes these significant 
!I 
suggestions: 
1. Have a trained intarviawar to do all interviewing. 
2. Use a rating scala or "aid" to interview blank to 
objectify tbl interviewing process and to enhance its 
reliability and validity. 
3. Conduct several interviaws, each to be done separately. 
(3-5 parsons). 
4. Give interviewer the requirements o:r the job. 
5. Set proper time lilllit tor interview in order to get 
reliability and validity. 
6. :Make judgments independent o:r scores 1n tests. 
7. .Tudge specific traits rather than the abstract. 
s. l4e.intain traedOJJl trom bias. 
Depprs to be avoided in the intervi![!·-- Some ot the pitfalls 
in interviewing to be avoided are: the telldency to rate all "average", 
to forget extremes in rating, and to tell victilll o:r the "halo" e:r:ract. 
!/ David Ryans, "The Interview 1n Teacher Selection Can Be Im;prOTed." 
NatiQl!! Schools, (.Tune 1949) VolUIIl8 43, Number 6, PP• 45-46. 
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These are some observations by the wri tar i'rom his own experience as 
a personnel interviewer in an industrial 1'1rm. in 1942. 
How to co!!duct an interviaw.-- There are lD8llY different ways to 
co!!duct an interview and the suggestions made by M, A. Steiner are 
1:1 
used ha-e as beiDg significant. 
1. Keep control of the situation by carefully judging the 
qualities oi' saleiiiiiBJlShip used by the candidate as 
distinguished from. his quality as at eacher, 
2, The inteniew m.ust be entirely tree from. personal 
ambarrassment on the pa;rt of the interviewer. 
3, The person intervi8wing the applicant should be able 
to visualize or to list tbe qualities which a successful 
teacher must han in the position which he is desirous 
ot fUling, 
4, The interviewer should use a list or an outline of the 
qualities on which he desires to be informed and a score 
card of some kiD4 for recording the results at the inter-
view. 
Who is to interview the app1icant.- Common practice has not 
changed enough to discard the fi!!dings of the National Survey in 1931. 
§/ 
The findings were as follows: 
.1.·1. ' ·, \,_ , ~- -, f .. , rrJ-. . 
}) M. A. Steiner, "Teclmique of Interviewing Teachers," American' School 
Bo!l1'd JomaJ, (June 1928) VolW118 76, p. 65, 
!/ Deffenbaugh & Zeigel, op. cit., P• 66. 
1. SUperintendents, principals, supenisors, and school 
boards do the intenilnrillg. 
2. East and West intenined more by principal than South 
and llid-West. 
3. Dtrterent types ot interTiEIIrS are used &Terywbere. 
Suggested meth9d tor evaluation•- A list ot traits to be sought 
tor in the successful teacher as established by w. w. Charters and 
Douglas We,pl.es in 1929 might be usetul in the construction o:r a rating 
scale to evaluate the results o:r an inteniew. Twenty-five traits 
are listed by the authors but the writer suggests only those which 
}) 
may be ettective in objectively evaluating an inteniew. 
1. Atrractiveness 9. Magnetism 
\( Q ._,_,_ 
. -\" \:. 
\;\ \}1" __.-' 
2. Breadth ot interest 10. Neatness /' 
3. Carefulness 11. Open-mindedness 
4. Considerateness 12. Progressiveness 
5. Enthusiasm 13. Promptness 
6. Fluency 14. Retinell¥lnt 
7. ;r udglllent 15. Salt-control 
a. Health 
The use ot those 15 factors might make it possible to establish 
a score card or rating scale by which the inteniewer could objectify 
the results o:r an inteniew and also to point out the qualities tla 
inteniner is seeking in the candidate. It is otten the fault ot 
jj w. w. Charters and Douglas Waples, Ths CollliiiPnwea.lth Teacher-TrainiDf 
StudY, Chicago, Ulinois, 1929, PP• 51-56. 
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the intaniner whan an intarvin resul.ts in a ngagativa portrayal 
of the applicant. 
l\lnmher of interviews.- Froll an analysis of the literature and 
froa his own experitmoe, tlul writer feels that one interview is 
1.nsutficient. If tbe .main error in interviewing is that of subjectivity, 
we can at least gat a cons8118US if mre than one interview is given 
and by more then one person. ("The JIIOre, the IIISrriar" might be a phrase 
to employ, but it could be altered to "the JIIOra, the mora af'f'activa"). 
5, Investigation of' the Cendidate 
I:Btroduction.-- It is essential that all qualifications of' pros-
pective new teachers be 8DDlined end further investigation be accomplish-
ad on the Pllt't of' the administrators. References, practice teaching, 
acadEIILic records, aDd previous experience will be the factors considered 
wortcy of' investigation in this section. The writer Will also indicate 
1118thods of' investigation and who, in general, does this type of' work. 
11 
Reader makes tbe following suggestions to be used if' applicable: 
1. Written requests f'or information concerning tbs applicant. 
2. Personal conferences With those parsons given as references 
by the applicant. 
3. Conferences with cc:mpatent parsons who are not given as 
references, but do have a real acquaintance wi tb. the 
applicant. 
jJ Reader. ilm. cit., P• 68 
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4. Personal contact with former employees and fellow teachers. 
5. No consideration of references that start with "to whom 
it may concern.• 
6. ObserTation of practice teaching if possible. 
7. Observation in present position if possible. 
a. Keep the candidate iD.fol'lll8d as to his progress. 
'lho should conduct this investigation.-- As far back as 1915 the 
}j 
auperintellden:ts were the sole investigators. Later studies show 
that lllUch of this work is now done by superintelldents, principals, 
§} 
and department heads. Under the new laws of certification IIDlch of 
this investigation is performed by educational commissioners of each 
state and this action remares the burden of investigation from the 
hands of school admin.istratcrs. 
ReCO!I!!!l!md!tiOBS·-- The twenty-fourth Yearbook of the American y 
Association of School Adlllinistratcrs makes the :tollowillg suggestions.: 
l. All research is to be done by the superintelldents and 
their subordinates. 
2. School boards are not to be a part of this investigation. 
3. The following should be investigated: academic record, 
health and emotional stability, experieDOeo 
if American Educational Research Association, Review of Educational 
Resu,rch, VolU1118 l, ChQter IV, l93l., p. 83-85. 
§} Ibid., P• 86 
y American Association of School Administrators, School Boards In 
Action, Twenty-Fourth Yearbook, 1946., National Education Association, 
Washington, D. c. P• 22. 
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~estigatigB throP!h examination.-- One of the prime factors to 
be considered in the investigation of applicants is the oral ar written 
teacher axeminetion. For years the relative merits of such examinations 
have been argued pro and con until one reaches the point wbere no 
definite decision is reached. In the readings to be summarized, this 
point Will become increasinsl7 apparent. Yet, a trend of thought, and 
in some cases a trend in practice, indicates that some future form of 
improved examination 111a7 be acceptable to all administrators. These 
examinations 111a7 prove to be oral or written, or a combination of both. 
Critici~ of the e!Aminntions·-- Deffenbaugh and Zeigel made these 
criticisms: 
1. Examinations were too fn and even these were poor. 
2. A failure to measure those qualities predictive of 
teaching success was apparent. 
3. Examinations were too costly to install in a school system. 
I. L. Kandel hotly criticized the New York State Examination Board 
!I 
when it was under attack in the spring of 1952 as follows: 
•(It) •••• ignores the very large number of studies that have 
been devoted to the effort of discovering in advance who is likely 
to becCIIII8 a good teachar. All the studies have produced nsgative 
results except far a correlation between practice teaching and 
future success so slight as to be worthless for practical purposes. 
1/ Op. cit., P• 65. 
J/ I. L. Kalldall, School ayo Societ:v, Volume 75, Society for the 
'Advancement of Education, Ma7 52), P• 315. 
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The Board ot Erem1ners should institute and conduct a tinal 
exam1naUou tor pe:rmaueut liceuee, usi:og the reports ot the statt 
ill charse ot probatio:nary teachers ill this tiual estimate. 
SUccess ill writteu enm1netions, while essential is uot ill 
adequate guarantee ot teaching ability." !/ 
Jilmm1pntions are on1y one phase ot selection.-- .As is true ill ell 
factors ot teacher selectiou, the examine.tiou is only oue ot the meana 
to the end sought and must be supple111Bnte4 b;r reliallle data ill order 
to predict tuture success ill teaching. The use ot the examination 
before and attar a probatio:nary period ot teaching seelll8 to be plausible, 
as this is oue way through which reliability and validity may be obtained. 
Through constant revision, an uam1natiou may be formulated that will 
be more ettective ill its value to predict future teaching success. 
Predictive values as to teac41pg sugcess.-- Boardman completed a 
?J 
study ill 1928 ill which he reached uo halt-way measure ill condaDIIliDg 
the teacher examination as a IJIBans ot illvestigating the applicant. 
"The correlation coefficients are so low that the tests, rf<\ 
singly or ill combillation are ot small value ill predicting th~ 
etticient school teacher as detem.illed by criterion.",Y 
Even though the above quotation decries the use ot the testi:og 
method tor illvesti.ga.tion, it does admit that as early as 1928 tbere 
wu so.DIIII value ill the use ot the examination. .As the years pass it 
becomes illcreasingly appareut that teachers' examinations are not ~ 
4Y t f...vt'"" . ~ ...... ' \..· ,.~ ~f.,t~ ... 
hv .K \_ ,_, y Op. cit. I P• 315. -· .. seV'-· ,~.;»...6"-'..,,V' 
. :''Jft'". 
y Charles w. Boardman, Protessiopal Tests .As llaasures ot Teaching 
!ftici!BCI 1a High Schgol. Teachers COllege, Contribution to Education, 
NWIIber 327, 1928. 
,Y Op. git., P• 26. 
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always to be held in such disdain. This writer is Of the opinion that 
failure of earlier epm1ne.tions was due largel,- to inadequate tests and 
lack of criteria far judgm!lnt of success in teaching. 
Positive values o;r the E'pm1pation.-- 114uch research aDd revision 
o;r tests during the past 20 ,-ears has wrought changes in attitudes. 
!/ 
These changes are reflected in a paper b7 David Ryans. He admits 
that 8%Bminations are limited in their predictive qualities but makes 
&/ 
the following signiticant conclusions: 
1. There is no criterion of success because there is no 
adequate criterion Of teacher success to compare results. 
2. E:zaminstion results IJiay' not be expected to show a high 
statistical correlation with a criterion of teacher 
success (it there is one) because the,- measure onl7 one 
phase of teaching abilit,-. 
3. The,- do not 11188.sure personalit,- or how the teacher will 
get along with the pupils and the new environments. 
4. Epm1netions do have face velidit,- aDd in some instaDCes 
curricula validit,-. 
Reconvnemations tar its us•·-- Ryans suggests the following uses y 
to be made of the National Teachers' Examination: 
iJ David o. Ryans, Function at !Tem1pation in the Selection of Teachers, 
American Council ot Education (Jie.y 1949) p. 14-32. 
y Ibid., P• 30. 
y Op. cit., P• 32. 
1. In teacher-training, institutions tor the selection ot 
students tor practice teaching. 
2. For the planning ot graduate study in the field of 
education. 
3. To su;ppleliiSII.t college credentials in hiring of a teacher. 
4. To provide measures of breadth of background and general 
educational development. 
5. To give valuable assistance in the re-allocation of 
teaching loads. 
Itelmil to be inclu4ed in !!!!m1natj,ons·-- The National Colllllittee 
!I 
on ,Teacher Examination in a research study 1947 listed som tactore 
that should be included in a battery ot tests it these examinations 
were to be ot any value in predicting teaching success. The ten most 
important factors trom a selection standpoint included the following: 
tiiaining, peysical fitness, u;periance, subject matter knowledge, 
professional information, understanding of child developlll!n t, knowledge 
ot educational methods, cultural background, professional interests, y 
and a knowledge of educational psychology. 
Snmmerx,- The investigation. of an applicant should not be a 
limited one. The work ot investigation should be accomplished by the 
superintendent, principal, supenisor, and head of departlmilnt. The 
}) National C<mlllittee on Teacher lb:sminations, Factors in the Selection 
of Teachers, American Council of Education, (April 1947) P• 3. 
y Op. cit., P• 3. 
school board ill not to be a part of this investigation. Much of the 
research may be completed by state education departments in states 
where certification laws are strong and valid. Teacher exami.Datiom, 
both oral and written, 1llB:3' be used but are not to be considered as 
a sola determinant. It is recOJIIIIended that the National Teachar 
E:mmiDation.be used, and not local tests, because of the latter's 
lack of norms and reliability. 
6. Observation of the Teacher in Practice Teaching aDd 
in Present Position 
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Introduction.-- l6lch of the subject 111atter of this topic in 
teacher selection has been coTered to a great ertent in two previous 
topics: ie. seeking the candidate and investigation of the candidate. 
Therefore, the writer presents a summary of the aforementioned topics 
as they are related to the observation of the prospective teacher. 
Wbere to obseryt a!!!l b;r whem.-- It is assumed, aDd a valid assump-
tion, that observation of an applicant in eithar his practice teaching 
or place of present lllllplo~nt is essential to the over-all process 
of teachar selection. This should be done by administrators vitally 
affected in the lllllployment of the individual, such as, the superinten-
dent, principal, and head of a departm.ent. 
A dspger to be ayoided.-- One danger to be avoided is that of 
trespassing on other school systems and outright solicitation of their 
systlllll persoDll8l. (The point is made at this time that no school 
administrator should stand in the way of advanc8JII8nt by any one of 
his employees.) Yet, school of'ticials should seek permission before 
invading the ranks ot teachers in otber school syst!llllBo . . (' r:-::ff:·\ 
1)1\.u\· , J:J ·~-" ·.. f;tJ ,.-.c~ \; '· · '· . " . , ..... 
A snssestiop..-- It is suggested that administrators mo wish w (\L•'· 
observe students engaged in practice teaching should have these stud1111ts 
do their practice teaching in their own schools. Ml!.ey vacancies are 
known or anticipated by early sprillg or winter and students could do 
their practice teaching Ullder those teachers whom they might replace 
in the fall. In this manner, an administrator could not only obsene 
but also make suggestions to the student teacher that should help the 
student to meet better the requirements of the position. 
What to lo9k for in obsmation.-- Oae final point to be made on 
this topic is om which determines the administrator's final selection; 
i.e, qualifications and requirements e:z:pected. A principal or superin-
tendllllt will observe IDilCh IDOre auccessf'ully if he knows what he is 
looking for in the candidate. He cannot properly evaluate perfomance 
if tbere is DO criterion upon which to base an analysis. 
The writer presents a list of factors that might be used in the 
oonsideration of the aforementioned paragraph. 
1. Health 
2. Intelligence 
3. Personality 
4. Knowledge of subject matter taught 
5. Skill in presentation of subject matter 
6. Understanding of pupils and work 
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7. Fairness 
a. Patience 
9. Friendliness toward pupUs 
10. A good knowledge at human relations 
Other factars .may be used, and this list 1IlB:'J be added to as the 
situation demands. 
7. Certification 
Introduction.-- Certification as it affects this paper will not 
be taken up in specific detaUs but covered generall7 to illustrate 
how such state laws have affected the selection of teachers. No attempt 
is lllade to justify or vUify these laws; although, it .must be recognized 
that certification of teachers has its good points as well as its bad. 
The writer will attempt to show the close relationship that now exists 
between the selection of a new teacher for a school alld the state 
requirenents for such a teacber. He wUl also atteDq>t to prove from 
selected references that these laws have removed some of the burden of 
selection from the shoulders of school administrators. 
General summerY Of exist1pg lawS in 1940.-- A SUIDIIIU.y of e:xistillg 
11 
laws in 1940 is found in Koos' book as follows: 
1. 'reaobers of academic subjects must have completed four 
years of college. 
2. Six to twenty-four hours oredi t must be coDq>leted in 
professional courses. 
iJ Koos', et. al., op. cit., PP• 326-327. 
3. Teachers ot "special• subjects must get a "special" 
certificate. 
4. Not only do the laws set up important determ.ill8llts in 
teacher selection but they must largely govern the 
assiglllliEint ot the teacher's progl'Sil ot study. 
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Nn'Pber ot statg oertitying in 1928.-- lqlproxi.mately one halt ot 
the states in 1928 required preparation and specialization in 
aoadlllllio subjects tor those teachers who were planning to teach in 
secondary schools. (Over tbree fourths ot the states now require 
certification.) 
lrfassachusetts certitigation law: The following ill an excerpt y taken 
tram. a reprint ot the lrassachusetts State certification law: 
• •••• the Board ot Education, hereinafter referred to as the 
board, shall grant certificates upon application to teachars, 
principals, supervisors, directors, superintendents, end assistant 
superintendents ot schools llho meet the requirelllllnts establillhed 
by said board. As conditions precedent to the granting ot a 
certificate to an applicant the board shell require:-l. Evidence 
ot American citizenship; 2. Evidence ot sound morel character; 
3. Evidence ot good health; 4. Evidence that the applicant possesses 
a bachelor's degree or is a graduate ot a normal school approved 
by the boa1'd; except that evidence that an applicant possess a 
bachelor's degree shall not be a condition precedent to granting 
a certiticant to applicants tor teaching in grades up to and 
inoludi.q!: the titth. No person shall be eligible tor employmant 
by a school committee as a teacher, principal, supervisor, director, 
superintendent or assistant superintendent unless he has been 
granted a certificate by the board; provided however, that nothing 
herein shall be constl'llcted to prevent a school committee tram 
i/ :r. s. Kinder, "Requir8lll8nts tor Secondary School Teaching Oertitioates 
in the Case ot Personnel Without Teaching Experience," School Review, 
(Feb. 1930), Volume 38. 
y 'fhe Massachusetts Tmber, "Certification Arrives," (October l95l) 
Published by the lrassashusetts Federation, Volume P• lfi. 
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prescribing addi tioneJ. qualifications; alld provided, further, 
that a school committee may upon its request be exa.pt from the 
:Jt&quirements of this section b;y the depe.rtmsnt for any 01:111 school 
year when COIIlpliance therewith would in the opinion of the depart-
ment c~nstitute a great hardship in the securing of teachers for 
the scl»ols o1' a tOIIllo" 
Ipetfectiv!!lless of tllil lp.-- At even a casual examination, 'this 
law as it stands is inadequate. MUch revision and addition must be 
.made before it can become actuall;y effective in setting higbar standards 
for teaching preparation in the Commonwealth of .Massachusetts. The 
law is far too general to be of any great value. Yet, it does serve 
as an initial step in the certification process. 
One of the law's 1110st glaring weaknesses is the actual waiving at 
standards it school cOJIIIIlittees request such action. By not adhering 
strictly to the stalldards of the law , we re1110ve its strength alld UJt 
may as well be without any certification requirements. ~~JY .· 
_/' 
s. Evaluation of a Teacher tor Tenure Purposes 
Introduction.-:-: In the opiV,ion of the writer this paper on teacher 
selection has reached the critical stage - that of evaluation. Considera-
tion of the previous topics 1n this paper has been based upon the assump-
tion that we are to select the best qualified for the position, aDd that 
these qualifications have been establ1shed.to determine the efficient 
alld successtul teacher. It this assumption 1s well fouDded, we can 
conclude that our factors o1' selection are also valid. It not, then 
our complete process of selection must be revised and the determinants 
of a successtul teaoh&r must be further investigated am established 
more objectivel;y. 
Rating sca1es as a ll!!!!fl¥ of eval.uation·-- Ernest w. Tiegs in a 
!I 
research study completed in 1928 made some valuable contributions 
to the evaluation process in teacher selection. His work, although 
finished 25 years ago, is still valuable today and for that reason 
a summary is illcluded at this point. 
The study was limited to the 6 elementary school grades in tbB 
State of Minnesota and through the use of graphic rating scales he 
reached these conclusions: 
1. Teacher eval.ua'l;ion is far from solved. 
2. Intelligence is not a factor in predicting success in 
teaching, 
3, Ch-aphic rating scales have had a limited success in 
evaluation. 
4 •. Scientific evaluation is to be used as an aid to the 
teacher to show weaknesses, not used as a means of 
selection. 
5. Administrators mast develop techniques to get facts 
quantitatiT8ly and qualitatively. 
6. Teaching service must be evaluated when it is observed 
and some concepts have been too geDeral. 
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7. If one can solve the problem of obtaining reliable data, 
perhaps one can predict teaching success. 
jJ Ernest w. Tiegs, AA Eyalua.tion of Some Teclmigues of Teacher 
SeJ.ection, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, nlinois, 
1928. 
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a. We JIIUSt acquaint the teacher with what is desired at 
him and then perhaps we can elimillate teacher failure. 
9. Factors of' environment of' teacher and pupil ma:y have 
JIIQre to do with failure than the personal equipment at 
the teacher. 
Snmmer1zatiOJ1 of Tiegs' book;.-- The author attempted to prove, 
if nothing else, that scoring devices for rating scales are largely 
subjective and arbitrary, as well as artifical. He leaves the reader 
with a sOIIIS1fhat empty feeling 'llhen the study ends with the statement, 
11 
"The problem is far from solved." 
Two of' the JIIQSt important offerings in this book were as follows: 
that intelligence is not predictive of relative success in teaching 
and that the results of traa.e and mental tests fall into the same 
catagor:y. The final conclusion reached by the writer was that rating 
scales may be effective to a degree, sometimes negligible, but if 
effective, are not to be used as a sole means for predicting teaching 
success but-as a helping aid in the over-all selection process. y 
Failure of' score cara.s epd rating scales.- Ward G. Reeder 
attacks the problem at evaluation b:y means of ecore cards and ratillg 
scales. He feels that they are not fully developed, are subjective 
rather than objective. There is an overlapping of' items and results 
i/ Op. cit., p.l26. 
~ Op. cit., P• 156. 
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show this method is no more effective than the general impression 
method. Their biggest value lies in tbe f'act thet they Ulustrate 
11 
to a teacher a method or self' appraisal. Reeder also maintains 
thet the point of' departure is fallacious, that the scales and cards 
are more concerned with d!1-UY preparation, quality or voice, personality, y 
and discipline, than with the results obtained. 
AAC'PtabUity as a ract!?l' of evaluation.-- Bach in his research 
makes one signi:f:icant point on an administrator's viewpoint in the y 
evaluation of' teachers. 
" •••• It is the writer's belief' that the teacher's classroom 
activities are only ~ part of' her responsibilities to the school 
system and that teaching success is measured also by the relation-
ship of' the teacher to the community, sta:f':f', parents, and the 
administration. The combined relationships plus the principal's 
liking :f'or the teacher constitute a criterion which can be accepted 
as a 'criterion or acceptabUity•. It a teacher is deficient in 
any one or the areas mentioned, she is not likely to be characterized 
as a good teacher. 
AcceptabUity is accordingly here def'ined as the quality or 
the teacher which leads otb8r people to :f'eel thet she should be 
retained in her present position, or possibly promoted to a more 
responsible assignllBnt." if 
If' we enmine closal.y our own school systam, isn't it quite 
possible that W1l will arrive at the same conclusion indicated in the 
above paragraph? Isn't it true, further, that many teachers concern 
}) l!UA•• P• 157. 
y Loc• cit., 
y Jacob Olav Bach, op. cit., p. 59. 
if Op. cit., P• so. 
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thEIIIIBelves 1110re with being accepted by their superiors than they do 
'tance by puplis, and therefore, are 
9r to the exclusion of the latter? This 
mination. 
'Pi sca1es.- Koos has this to ~ about 
1y successful. 
'mplex by teacher. 
e "halo" effect. 
more than one rater. 
111ggestions for evaluation, Koos 
t would constitute a valuable 
in selecting 
t~----------­
"It is apparent that character, personality, and professional 
zeal largely determine the success of the tlllleher. 
Scholarship, intelligence, appearance, and health which 
appear as frequently as 8117 item on teachers' reference blanks, 
are seldom so inadequate as to be adjudged the causes of failure. 
Teachers must be fle%ible, able to grasp and utilize those 
learning situations which are present in pupils' purposes; 
sensitive to the pupils' environment as they see it; and capable 
of helping them to understand and control it." ~ 
i/ Koos, et. al., op. cit., P• 352. 
!/ ~·• P• 353. 
~ Op. cit., P• 353. 
The quotations above help to illustrate some of the factors 
evaluation JllllBt consider. Too often evaluative measures concern them-
selves with factors tbat are not responsible for teacher failure or 
dismissal. h an article written by K. E. Haggerty DDlch the seJD8 
}) 
thought is expressed. It is the author's opinion that studies to 
date have over-looked the essential element in the teaching situation, 
which is the teachar-pupU relationship. Sinee pupils as wall as 
teachers determine the quality of that relationship, it follows that 
a given teacher ma:y be very successful with one group ot pupils, 
achieve average success with one group, be very successful with another 
group, and taU utterly with a fourth group. 
This eons:lderation should suggest to the administrators that not 
only IIIUst they study the characteristics of applicants, but they DDlSt 
estimate the quality ot the relationships which they may be capable 
of building with the particular group for which a teacher is to be 
selected. 
Approaches to evaluation.- A· s. Barr, et al., in their book 
have a chapter on the rating of teachers in which tour different y 
approaches are used in evaluation aDd improveent of teachers. The 
authors are quick to point out that all rating is to be tor the benetit 
jJ ll. E. Haggerty, "The Crux of the Teaching Prognosis Problem," 
SchooJ, ep9 I.1ft, (April 23, 1932) Volume 35, P• 545-549. 
y A. s. Barr, William H. Burton, Leo ;r. Brueckner, "Studying the 
Teacher Factors in Pupil Growth.• Supervision, Appleton Century-crofts 
Inc. NewYork, 1951, P• 322-386 •. 
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ot the 1Ddiv1dual teacher. Therefore, the writer prese11ts the tour 
approaches with that thought in mind. 
1. "The 111811tal-prerequis1te approach, wherein the e:t:ticie11c:y 
is interred trom measures of essential knowledges, skills, 
attitudes, ideals, all4 appreciatioos. 
2. The qualities approach, wherem the teacher's eff'icieno:y 
is interred frOJII JIISaSures of' persol1al, social, emotiol1al, and 
moral qualities commonly associated with teaching success. 
3. The performances approach, wherein the efficiency of the 
teacher is interred f'rom observation of her behavior and instruc-
tio:Qal proce4ures in the class room. 
4. The change-in-pupils approach, wherein the e1'ficieno:y at 
the teacher is interred from 1118asures of chBDges 111 pupil growth 
and achievEIIDlnt."1/ 
Barr also presents a list of devices to be used tor such a measure-
ment as a lll!ans of improving teachers: cheek lists, stenographic devices, 
diary records, anecdotal records, sound and motion film records, reco:l.'ds 
ot training, ot ecperienoe, and academic achievement, ratil:rg scales at 
all types, tests, interviews, and tests of pupils' growth. 
EyaJ.ua.tion as a gens of teach!!!:' improvement..- In summ1ng up the 
above references it may be said that regardless of factors being 
evaluated and regardless of devices used, all evaluation of a teaober 
while in sanies lllllSt be used to improve the teacher. Evaluation 
techniques should not be employed as a threatening weapon which sets 
up a tear camplu but, rather, be used as an aid to illustrate to the 
teacher methods, concepts, ideals, and attitudes that will assist in 
production of a better teacher. 
1/ ~·• P• 331. 
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Eval.uation should be employed in an e:r:rort to retain the teacher 
it at all possible. In some instance it may be well to point out to 
the individual concerned that he would be better ott it he lett the 
teaching profession as he is not illuited to it. It proper methods ar 
evaluation are used, we should see very little o:r the latter and would 
sea a great 1mprov81118nt in teaching standards to the beneti t o:f: the 
teacher and the pupil. 
"The only acceptable concept o:f: evaluation o:r teaching is 
that whieh includes both cooperatively planned and purposetul 
procedures in collecting and interpreting information and the 
constructive use o:f: findings tor the improvement o:f: instruction.".!/ 
Beecher's article follows the same channel o:f: thought as does 
Barr's, that eval.uation is to be used as an improving implement and 
not one o:f: di8Jllissal.. He also makes the following s iglliticant 
conclusions: 
1. Evaluation must have validity, reliability, objectivity, 
and relative values o:f: weights aDd scores. 
2. It may frequently result in guiding the unsuccesstul 
teacher out o:r the profession. 
3. Basically, the only valid criterion ot teaching 
proficiency is pupil-change in desired directions. 
New apprgach in teaohgr evaluation.-- Another interesting study 
that should be o:r value to administrators because o:f: a nsw approach to 
}j Dwight E. Beecher, "Judging the Effectiveness o:f: Teaching," National. 
Association o:f: Secondary School Principals. Bulletin ( Dec. 1950) 
Volume 34, Number 174, PP• 27o-278. 
f: 
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!I 
the problem is that of Ringness. In a survey that involved 63 men and 
37 women undergraduates en:rolled in the University of Wisconsin, an 
atteJDpt was made to detemine the choices that led these people into 
the education profession and to see if there was any correlation between 
their reasons of choice and later success or failure in teaching a year 
after graduation when teaching experience had been obtained. 
Three instruments were used: nelllllly, a paired-comparison test, 
a ranking questionnaire, end a comparison questionnaire-ell asking 
the advantages of 13 reasons for choice of teaching as a profession. 
These ware administered while the people were lllldergraduates. 
A year later while the subjects were beginning teachers, 16 man 
and l8 women were visited by tbe examiners, observed and rated on the:lr 
teaching efficiency and acceptability to the school system. The findings 
were as follows: it, in their undergraduate days the teachers selected 
as reasons for their choice of profession: 1. service to col'IIIIIUility, 
2. subject matter, 3. interest in working conditions. 4. enjoy.ment; 
of work, and 5. interest in professional advanceiiBnt, there was a 
high correlation between choice end teacher efficiency. The final 
results tend to substantiate the belief that teaching success is related 
to the reasons for choosing teaching as a profession. 
Use of Strong VocationeJ Werest Blank.-- All incidental part of 
the Ri.ngness research (not atteJDpted as a JJIIljor study factor) was that 
iJ Thomas A. Ringness, "Relationships Between Certain Attitudes Toward 
Teaching and Teaching Success," ~ournal of Experimental E4ucation, 
(September 1952) Volume 21, NUIIIber 1, PP• 1-55. 
M 
the Strong Vocational Interest Blank is not suited :tor the prediction y 
of teaching success, 
CO!!Il!arison at eWuation ;t::agtom and qUAlities.-- As a conclusion 
to this topic, the writer presents three list of qualities or factors 
considered to be of value in determining the successful teacher as 
seen by' three authors in this field, The reader may make his own 
comparison and evaluation. 
First, the qualities of a good teacher as arranged bT J"ohn Emmett y 
Burke: 
1. Health 6. Fairness 
2. Intelligence 7, Patience 
3. Aptitude a. Friendliness 
4. PersonalitY' 9, HUman relations knowledge 
5, Knowledge of subject 10. Understandi~ 
material taught 11. Skill in presentation 
y 
Second, the list of qualities as presented b7 Bach: 
1. Appearance 5, AdaptabilitY" 
2. Voice and diction 6. Relations with others 
3. Use of English 7. Grasp of specific 
4. Initiative subject matter 
!7 2.2· cit., P• 53. 
y J"ohn Emmatt Burke, "What llakes A Good Teacher," Educational Forum, 
TJ"anuaey 1952) Volume 16, Number 2, P• 209, 
y J"acob Olav Bach, op, cit., P• 58, 
a. Professional understanding 12. Cooperative attitude 
9. Skill ill 8ll8J.7z1Dg problems 13. Skill ill maintaill~ 
10. Emotional stability pupil interest, purpose, 
ll. Skill 1n 8Taluat1on and attention. y 
Third, the set ot tactors presented by Charters and Waples: 
l. Adaptability 14. Industry 
2. AttractiTeness 15. Leadership 
3. Breadth ot 1.:at erest 16. !lagnetism 
4. Care:f.'u.lness 17. Neatness 
5. Considerateness la. Open-mindedness 
6. Cooperation 19. Originality 
7. Dependability 20. Progress1Teness 
a. EnthusiaSIII 21. Pramptness 
9. Fluency 22. Refinement 
10. Force:f.'u.lness 23. Scholarship 
llo Good judgment 24. Salt-control 
12. ~th 25. Thrift 
13. Honesty 
Difticu1tl ot meaauremen t ill eTaluation.- One significant tact 
appears at almost tirst glance ill the examination ot these factors: 
the great ditt1culty to be encountered ill the tinal measurement. No 
accurate device has yet been established that is entirely objective 
ill its treatment ot all, or even a tew, ot these qualities. It can be 
}) w. w. Charters and Douglas ·w4JPles, op. cit., P• 55. 
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said that not all these qualities are necessary in the evaluation at 
the successful teacher. Some administrators have their own "pets" to 
be used as a gauge aDd, it their choices serve their purpose, then th.,-
need not concem themselves with other qualifications. 
It seems obvious at this point that the main weakness in teacher 
evaluation does not lie in the factors of evaluation but in the failure 
to set up a reliable criterion of the successfUl teacher. All authors 
agree on this point. When the day does arrive when such a criterion 
is established we can further objectify our evaluation of teachers. 
9. Responsibility for final selection 
!ntroduction.-- The final topic of this chapter deals with the one 
factor in teacher selection that finds the greatest agreement in the 
miDds of "those who are supposed to know," Who shall select the 
teacher? Shall it be the school board, the superintendent, the principal, 
supervisor, or head ot departmnt? 
11 
Six di:f':f'erent approaches.-- The National Survey found tbat there 
were at least six different approaches to the problem, namely: 
1. Board of education or a committee of the board appoints 
without action by the superintendent. 
2, SuperinteDdent takes initial step by nominating candidates 
aDd the board makes the appointment. 
3. Superintendent makes the appointment to be confirmed or 
rejected by the board. 
JJ William Deffenbaugh aDd William Zeigel, op. cit., PP• 76-85. 
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4. Automatic selection and appointment is made from eligibility 
lists. 
5. Employment of teachers is accomplished by a director ot 
teaching employment, b:y an examiniDg board, or b:y a 
personnel departlJBnt. 
6. Final appointment is made by the superintendent without 
an:y action b:y the board of education. 
Superintendent to nominate and board to appoint.-- Chamberlain 
suggests that the superintendent nomiDate and the board approve or y 
reject such nomination. He bases this conclusion on two basic points: 
the superintendent has the qualifications and the training for such a 
selection and applications for most teachiDg positions are made through 
the superintendent. y 
The National Education Association in a stud:y done in 1942 found 
that in 83 per cent of 1801 school s:ystems the superintendent nominated 
indiVidual teachers for specific positions and the school board appointed. 
(The findiDgs of this survey ma:y have been influenced b:y the fact that 
it was completed duriDg the war :years. ) 
§/ 
Reeder makes the followiDg important and conclusive recol11Dl8ndations. 
jJ Leo Chamberlain, op. cit., p. 143. 
gf National Education Association, Research Bulletin, op. cit., P• 18. 
y Ward G. Reeder, op. cit., P• 58. 
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~. "That the euperintmdent of schools be delegated the duty 
of nominating all school employees to the board of education. 
2. That all nominations thus made be accepted by the board 
unless disapproved b:y a majorit:y vote. 
3. That when a nomination is disapproved he (superintendent) 
shall be allowed to make enotber appointment. 
4. That all candidates tor positions be instructed to send 
their applications and pr~te their candidacies wholl:y with the 
superintendents and not to or with the board of education." 
The pppeipa1' s role in selection.-- Koos suggests that the 
principal be given the privilege of screening candidates for his 
school prior to final selection by the superintendent and appointment 
JJ 
b:y the school board, his reason being that the principal is the most 
intimatel:y acquainted with the requirements of the vacanc:y to be filled. 
To illustrate the duties of a principal in the selection process, 
Edmonson had this to report in 1922 as current practices of principals y 
in the state of Michigan: 
1. Principals intervi8W8d candidate. 
2. Principals selected for recolllll8ndation to fill vacancies. 
3. Principals selected for recommendation substitute teachers. 
:§/ 
A noy8l pl.an of selection.-- Howard w. Hightower suggests a unique 
plan to follow in the final selection. The plan is dependent in part 
i/ Leonard KOOs, et al., op. cit., P• 348. 
Y J. B. Edmonson, "What Shall We Expect of the High School Principal", 
The A!!!!!riean S9hool Board Jovrn•,, (September ~922) PP• 39-40. 
:§/Howard w. Hightower, "Here's A Democratic .Method for Selecting 
Teachers," Nations S9hoo~s (Spril 1946) 37-35. 
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on the likes end dislikes o~ the student body. Each pupil makes en 
annual list o~ the qualities o~ a good teacher. This list is translated 
and interpreted by a selection committee of teachers. This committee 
is composed o~ the school principal, department head, and two teachers. 
The committee checks all applications against the check-list and the 
top eight are presented to all teachers in a general meetiDg. This 
general grouping selects the top tour candidates. These selections 
go back to original committee which selects two and sends these to the 
suparintendent tor final selection. 
The principal advantage o~ this process is to obtein teacher-
pupil participation in teacher selection. Its main disadvantage is 
that the pl8Jl is too cumbersome and, it followed, might influence 
teachars in attem;pts to curry the ~avor ot the pupils. 
or-/ .~j~~ 
. ,p.r/t~>/ '"'(\. ~ 
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CHAPTER m 
SUMIWl.Y OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Form of the SUmmary 
A check-list.- The major portion of this final chapter is made up 
of a check-list of those factors in teacher selection that are JJIQst 
coJIIIIOnl.y and. most effective~ u88d by school aa.inistrators. The iteu 
in the check-list follow the identical pattern as established in Chapter 
II. They are sub-Qiv:!.ded in accordance \llith the nine major topics of 
teacher selection. 
Use of this check-list.- It is hoped that this list of items may 
prove to be of value to present and future school administrators in 
determining proper procsclure in the final, important, and difficult 
88lection of teachers, to assist also students in the field of education 
in the stud¥ of this import.ant phase of administration and to assist 
prospective teachers by pointing out the qualifications expected of 
them by administrators and how best to .1118et these demands. It must 
be understood that not all .1118thods of present-day teacher selection 
are efficient. The check-list is an attempt to illustrate those 
procedures which have proven effective. 
A general CO!Clusion.- As the writer reviewed material, books, 
bulletins, and editorials, it became very apparent that he was being 
-60-
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compelled to make one clear and strong general conclusion: all !actors 
of selection are subservient to the local needs and are influenced by 
pecuniary, political, and social forces Within each town, city, and 
state. 
In New England the heritage of the old "Academy", and the "Latin 
School" are still strong. Cities and t0'11118 are stUl bound by ancient 
ties and are loathe to break: 1111117• As we move westward, education and 
its administration are more easUy adapted to change and newer methods 
of teacher selection. 
Such an economic chaos as a depression brings about fluctuation 
in the supply of teachers. Increased population oi' schools calls fOr 
an increased number of teachers. liar removes the male teacher and 
war's e:nd causes displacement of married women teachers. Large school 
systems openly steal from the rural area through the means of higher 
salaries. Demand !lillY becOJII8 so great that •any teacher is better than 
none.• All factors of effective selection are laid aside when these 
powerful forces of influence are brought to bear upon the superintendent 
and the scllool board. 
One specific concJ.usion.-- It can be stated at this point that 
teacher selection is not one of the phases of education which has 
univereal agre8JII8nt on all of its methods. A person lillY read almost 
any two authors on the subject and will find some disagreement. The 
check-list is presented in the hope that the reader 11187 find some 
agreement or a method of selection whereby a teacher may be selected 
with the least harm done to the school system, the coiiiD.unity, the pupUs, 
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aD4 to the teachers themselves. 
A secoDd specific CQACluaion.-- A teacher w1ll be retained on 
tenure in any school system it he meets the criterion at acceptability 
established by the administrators, the teachers, and the eommunity. 
This aeeeptability eriterion maybe set up either eonseiously or other-
wise by the aforementioned groups. It a teacher is •liked" by the 
f'aculty, it he is considered to be an active element in the eoiiiiiiUnity, 
and is aeeeptable in the eyes of' all those with whom he eomes in eontaot 
soeially 1 personally 1 and academically, he will be retained in the 
school departmeDt regardless of' actual suitability f'or the teaehtQg 
profession. 
The Cheek•List 
Se!k'PS the eendidate.--
( ) 1. Teachers are sought through the o:f'f'iees of' teaohar training 
institutions and liberal arts colleges. 
( ) 2. Secondary sourees of' supply are :f'ound in private teaehers' 
ageneies, state appointment bureaus, and e01l1118reial teaeh-
ing agencies. 
( ) 3. Teachers are sereened :f'or oertif'ieation requirSIIIIInts through 
state departments of' education. 
( ) 4. There are no diseriminatory practices involving the non-
~erieneed teaehar. 
) 5. Lists of' applieants are kept two years be:f'ore being 
eonsidered obsolete. 
. ) 
n 
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( ) 6. Married women teachers are hired as well as single 110111811 
and are retained as long as possible. 
( ) 7. Sex, in no way, is considered a determinant in the selection. 
( ) a. Residence is not considered a f'actor unless local require-
ments make it such. (If' so, an attBlllpt should be made to 
eliminate sueh requirements). 
( ) 9. Eligibility lists are maintained through constant screening 
of' applications. 
( ) 10. Permission is requested bef'ore an administrator visits 
another school system to observe a teacher. 
( ) 11. No attempt is !llide to f'it the teacher to the position. 
( 12. Stacdards are established to enable the administrator to 
seleot more easily the teacher. 
( 13. AttBlllpts are lllide to attraot the candidate through better 
salaries, reduced size of' olasses, increased public esteem, 
and more ef'f'icient methods of' guidanoe. 
( ) 14. More males are selected f'or secondary sohool teachi:og to 
create a natural social situation in the sehools. 
The Application Blenk.--
( ) 1. Statement of' physcial fitness is required. 
( ) 2. Irrelevant items sueh as: oolor of' hair and eyes, religious 
preference, use at tobacco and alcohol, least salary, and 
maiden name are not a part of' the applioation. 
( ) 3. The photograph is not required. 
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( l, 4. Items are not too nwaerons and are those of importance only 
( ) 
in the final selection. 
5. Letters of recoDDJleDdation attached to the application are 
accepted only if they come from forner employers or critic 
teachers. 
( ) 6. "Open letter" references are not accepted. 
( ) 7. A rating scale is used to evaluate the candidate by those 
persons named as references. 
( ) s. Applications are ranked in accordance with some criterion 
of acceptability. 
( ) 9. A check-list is used to score the items objectively. 
( ) 10. A file is kept of applications and cross-indexed accordillg 
to subjects taught • grade levels, aDd names of applicants. 
( ) 11. Applications are sent only to the offices of the school 
superintendent. 
( ) 12. Applications are used as an initial step in employment of 
teachers but are not considered to be the sole criterion 
tor selection. 
Edueation.--
( ) 1. A bachelor's degree is required of all teachers at the 
elementary level-earned at either a teacher-training 
institution or at a liberal arts college. 
( ) 2. A master's degree is required of all teachers at the 
secondary level. 
( ) 
( ) 
3, Education must be general as well as specific. 
4. Each teacher has had a practice-teaching period of at 
least eight weeks. 
( ) 5. Practice teaching success is not considered a positive 
means of predicting teaching success. 
( ) s. There are rewards for advanced professional training, 
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such as additional increments of pay for a master's degree 
and, beyond that, according" to additional semester hours. 
( ) 7. Basic educational requirements for each teaching position 
are established. 
( ) So Basic and professional education if the teacher is a positive 
determinant for selection but not the sole one. 
( ) 9. Practice teaching is not compared with actual teach~ 
Jractices. 
( ) 10. A teacher has accredited courses in at least educational 
psychology, educational sociology, practice teaching, 
measlll"Sllllnt courses, and methods in education. 
The Interview.--
( ) 1. As much as possible, specific traits are judged and evaluated, 
rather than an inadequate attempt made at the abstract. 
( ) 2. A rating scale is used to objectify the interviewing pro-
cess to increase its reliability and validity. 
( ) 3. The interview is conducted in a friendly atmosphere. 
. .,, 
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( ) 4. The intervilllfer is skilled B.Dd is cognizant ot all require-
ments necessary to till the vacanc:y. 
( ) 5. Such personal characteristics as appearance, personalit:y, 
neatness, poise, nuenc:y, refinemen-t, selt control, B.Dd 
breadth ot interest are a pert ot the check-list at' ratillg 
scale. 
( ) 6. More than one interview is conducted B.Dd more than one 
interviewer is em;plo:yed. 
( ) 7. The interview shall be conducted by at least three ot the 
tollowillg: the superintendent, principal, assistant super-
intendent, pereonnel director, supervisor, or head ot 
department. 
( ) a. Results at each intervilllf shall be compared by the check-
list or rating scale ot each interviewer. 
( ) 9. Throughout the course ot the interview the ca.ndidate is 
allowed to "sell himselt". 
( ) 10. The person intervilllfing the applicant should be able to 
visualize or to list the qualities which a successful 
teacher must have in the position which he is desirous 
ot tilling. 
( ) 11. The tendenc:r to rate all average with no extremes and 
consideration ot the •halo" effect must be avoided by the 
interviewer • 
n . I 
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IpvestiS§tion of the candidate.--
( ) 1. The investigation is of a threefold nature: in writing, 
through observation, allil in an oral or written axaminstion. 
( ) 2. Observation of the teacher shall be in her present position 
or during the practice-teaching period. 
( ) 3. Letters are written to those persons named as references, 
asking tor intormtion concerning the candidate. 
( ) 4. Letters are sent to those persons not mentioned as 
references but who have a thorough and real acquaintance 
with the candidate. 
( ) 5. The National Teachers' Examination is taken by all candi-
dates to determine the grasp ot subject matter to be taught. 
( ) s. No local written eXIIIIlimtion is given because ot a lack 
ot norms and reliability. 
( ) 7. Oral e:mminations are administered according to specific 
requirements ot subject matter. 
( ) a. Written and oral li'xaminations are to .be considered as an 
aid in selection and not the final criterion. 
( ) 9. Conferences are held with former fellow teachers aDd critic 
teachers. 
) 10. All references that begin "To Whom It May Concern" are 
disregarded. 
( ) u. Superintendents and their subordinates conduct the investiga-
tion and the school board is not a part ot this investigation. 
Observation ot the Teacher in Practice Teaching and In 
Present Position.--
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( ) 1. Ratings o:r acceptability are established and used to deter-
mine selection ot the candidate. 
( 2. Requirements tor position are known and the candidate is 
observed through those standards. 
( ) 3. Such factors as skill in presentation, teacher-pupil 
relationship, grasp o:r specific subject matter, and 
emotional stability are observed in the evaluation of' the 
candidate's teaching. 
( ) 4. The teacher is observed in either his present position ar 
in his practice teaching. 
( ) 5. The teacher or candidate is observed by administrators 
vitally atf'ected in the eJI!Ployment of' the indi'fidual. 
( ) 6. Observation is done early, in the months ot J"anuery ar 
February. 
( ) 7. The personality o:r the candidate is one of' the most important 
personal characteristics to be observed. 
Certification.--
( ) 1. Certification laws are respected by the administrators 
and are never waived so as to tit the teacher to the 
position. 
( ) 2. Certification laws are of' such a nature as to leave no 
question as to requirements o:r the elementary and secondary 
school teacher. 
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( ) 12. Evaluation is interred from observation of teacher behavior 
and instructional procedures in the class room. 
( ) 13. Evaluation must have validity, reliability, objectivity, 
and relative values of weigb.ts and scores. 
ResponsibilitY for Final Selection.--
( ) l. Superintendent selects and the scbool board appoints. 
( ) 2. Principal nominates several; superintendent selects one 
am school board appoints. 
( ) 3. Department head nominates several candidates; principal 
selects two; and superintendent makes final· selection. 
( ) 4. Personnel director nominates two candidates, l!lld the 
superintendent selects one. 
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( ) 3. Teachers ot "special" subjects are required to meet "special" 
certification standards. 
Evaluation ot a Teacher tor Tem1re Purposes.--
( ) l. Intelligence is not considered as ~ most important tactcr 
in predicting teaching success. 
( ) 2. Personality as a factor in proper evaluation is considered 
to be ot great importance. 
( ) 3. Graphic rating scales are used but are not the sole criteria 
in evaluation. 
( ) 4. Evaluation is employed to improve and to point out weaknesses 
and not used as a means ot dismissal. 
( ) 5. Attempts are made to acquaint the teacher with what is 
desired ot him. 
( ) 6. Administratcrs are certain ot the concepts to be evaluated 
and these concepts are not too general. 
( ) 7. The acceptabUi ty ot a teacher to a school Sl'StEII!l is a 
ve~ important part ot the evaluation process. 
( ) 6. Rating scales are not too subjective. 
( 9. Character, personalitl', and professional zeal are the three 
most important factors ot evaluation. 
( ) 10. Teachers are evaluated bl' more than one administrator. 
( ) ll. Teachers are evaluated as shown through the measures at 
change in pupil growth and achievement. 
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